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Trade Secrets

Views on the Defend Trade Secrets Act
From Weil Gotshal Partner Christopher J. Cox

The recently passed Defend Trade Secrets Act (15 PVLR 907, 5/2/16) provides, for the first

time, a federal cause of action for theft of trade secrets.

Bloomberg BNA Privacy & Data Security News Senior Legal Editor Daniel R. Stoller

posed a series of questions to Christopher J. Cox, litigation partner at Weil, Gotshal &

Manges LLP and member of their cybersecurity, data privacy and information manage-

ment group, on how the law will affect data breach litigation and what companies can do

to protect their trade secrets from a cyberattack.

BLOOMBERG BNA: How will the Defend Trade Secrets
Act (DTSA) affect data breach litigation involving ex-
posed trade secrets?

Christopher J. Cox: The DTSA gives a trade secret
owner access to the federal courts under one set of
rules. This will significantly change trade secret litiga-
tion involving a data breach.

Historically, state and federal courts applied the law
of the local jurisdiction where the action was brought.
This resulted in inconsistent protections from jurisdic-
tion to jurisdiction. Now, companies that have their

trade secrets stolen through a data breach can use the
weight of the federal judicial system to protect their
most valuable assets.

The DTSA also includes a provision that allows a vic-
tim of cybercrime to obtain a seizure order to prevent
the trade secrets from leaving the country or prevent
disclosure of the trade secret. Although seizure orders
are reserved for extraordinary cases, this provision pro-
vides real, substantive and immediate protections for a
trade secret holder beyond the historical protections
under the existing patchwork of state laws.
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Under the Defend Trade Secrets Act, companies

that have their trade secrets stolen through a data

breach can use the weight of the federal judicial

system to protect their most valuable assets.

BLOOMBERG BNA: Do you think the push for a federal
cause of action for trade secret theft was due to con-
cerns about the state court process, level of judicial ex-
pertise or other matters?

Cox: In my experience, most state court judges are
extremely knowledgeable and proficient in handling
trade secret cases, so it is not a matter of judicial exper-
tise.

The push for federal trade secret protection was
based on a lack of uniformity in federal and state juris-
prudence and a lack of predictability for companies en-
gaged in interstate commerce. Although 48 of 50 states
have adopted some variation of the Uniform Trade Se-
crets Act, significant, substantive and procedural differ-
ences often exist among these state laws. Given the lack
of uniformity in state law, litigating trade secret cases in
different jurisdictions often proves cumbersome, costly
and ineffective.

Moreover, before the DTSA, federal courts hearing
trade secret cases were required to apply the state trade
secret statutes of their local jurisdictions, which led to
inconsistent rulings even within the federal courts. The
DTSA seeks to provide the uniformity intended by, but
ultimately not achieved through, the Uniform Trade Se-
crets Act.

BLOOMBERG BNA: What can companies do to shore
up their cybersecurity to protect trade secrets from
cyberattacks?

Cox: Companies must treat cybersecurity as an enter-
prise risk and not an IT problem. Accordingly, it is vital
that companies identify their most valuable assets,
where and how they are stored or accessed and vigi-
lantly monitor activity on those systems to promptly de-
tect any intrusions.

Given the ever-morphing threats, companies should
not only invest in state-of-the-art security measures and
develop appropriate company policies, they should pe-
riodically test the adequacy of those measures. One ex-
ample is to hire ‘‘ethical hackers’’ to test data security.
Also, companies should consider segmenting their valu-
able trade secrets so that a single cyber incident does
not sell the entire shop.

Yet, even a robust and tested perimeter defense will
not stop a determined hacker exploiting zero day
threats. For companies looking for a place to start, a
good resource is the National Institute of Standards and
Technology’s (NIST) Cybersecurity Framework, first
released in February 2014 (13 PVLR 281, 2/17/14). This
Framework provides detailed guidelines for under-
standing an organization’s cybersecurity posture,

implementing security protections and responding to
cybersecurity events. The NIST framework is flexible
enough to be useful for large organizations and smaller
companies that simply need a set of guiding principles.

BLOOMBERG BNA: Do you think law firms, as custodi-
ans of client trade secrets, are at particular risk when it
comes to cybercrime?

Cox: Law firms are privy to a wide range of confiden-
tial information that could be potentially valuable to a
cybercriminal. Law firms, like other businesses that
hold confidential information, face a persistent threat of
cyberattacks by opportunistic cybercriminals seeking to
profit from the theft of inside information.
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BLOOMBERG BNA: Are there specific practices—such
as employee bring your own device or other policies—
that heighten trade secret theft risks?

Cox: Bring your own device to work and other poli-
cies that encourage working remotely do heighten the
risks associated with losing valuable company informa-
tion in multiple ways.

As a threshold issue, for a company to claim informa-
tion as its trade secret, it must show that it took reason-
able steps under the circumstances to maintain secrecy.
Accordingly, policies must be in place to restrict how in-
formation may be accessed by employees on personal
devices or remote computers or how employees may in-
troduce foreign devices onto the company’s servers.

In addition to written policies governing access, use
or disclosure of company confidential information,
companies should use virtual private networks (VPNs)
to protect any transmission of company data to remote
computers and require enterprise mobility management
software to be installed on any mobile device which
may access any company data (e-mail, documents, etc.)
to prevent unauthorized access to company data on mo-
bile devices and to facilitate the deletion of information
if an employee loses a device or is no longer employed.
The software is becoming more sophisticated as poli-
cies like bring your own device are becoming increas-
ingly important.

BLOOMBERG BNA: How did you get involved in cyber-
security matters during your some 25 years as a
litigator?

Cox: I have spent the better part of the last 25 years
in Silicon Valley focusing on trade secret, patent and
other technology-based litigation. The threats from a
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data breach go to the heart of a company’s trade secret
protections, so it was a natural extension for me to be-
come conversant in cybersecurity matters. The NIST
Framework and other recommendations for implement-
ing cybersecurity protections are simply another way

for companies to take reasonable steps to maintain the
secrecy of their most valuable business information, so
trade secret litigators need to adapt to continue provid-
ing their clients with top-notch advice.
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